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Let R be a Krull ring with quotient field K and a , . . . , a in R. If and only if1 n
the a are pairwise incongruent mod every height 1 prime ideal of infinite index ini
R does there exist for all values b , . . . , b in R an interpolating integer-valued1 n
w x  .  .polynomial, i.e., an f g K x with f a s b and f R : R. If S is an infinitei i
subring of a discrete valuation ring R with quotient field K and a , . . . , a in S¨ 1 n
are pairwise incongruent mod all M k l S of infinite index in S, we also determine¨
the minimal d depending on the distribution of the a among residue classes ofi
k .the ideals M l S such that for all b , . . . , b g R there exists a polynomial¨ 1 n ¨
w x  .  .f g K x of degree at most d with f a s b and f S : R . Q 1999 Academici i ¨
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Suppose D is an integral domain with quotient field K. Unless D is a
 .field, it is not always possible, given a , . . . , a distinct and b , . . . , b in0 n 1 n
w x  .D, to find a polynomial f g D x with f a s b . This is so because thei i
function induced on D by a polynomial with coefficients in D must
preserve congruences mod every ideal of D. One might say that the next
w xbest thing to interpolation with polynomials in D x is interpolation with
w xpolynomials in K x that map every element of D into D and thus induce
a function on D.
We will show that this kind of interpolation is possible for arbitrary
arguments and values in D whenever D is a Dedekind ring, all of whose
residue fields are finite, such as the ring of algebraic integers in a number
 w xfield. For D s Z this is easy to see, and for D s F x it has been shownq
w x .by Carlitz 5 .
More generally, we find that distinct elements a , . . . , a in a Krull ring0 n
R have the property that for all b , . . . , b in R there exists a polynomial0 n
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w x  .  .f g K x with f a s b and f R : R if and only if the a are pairwisei i i
1 . w xincongruent mod every P g Spec R with R : P s `.
 .  w x  . 4We use the customary notation Int E, D s f g K x ¬ f E : D and
 .  .Int D s Int D, D , where D is a domain with quotient field K and E is a
w xsubset of K. A polynomial f g K x that maps E into D is called
w x w x``integer-valued'' on E, following Polya 15 and Ostrowski 14 , whoÂ
 .studied Int D where D is the ring of algebraic integers in a number field.
More recently, integer-valued polynomials have been investigated by Ca-
w x w x w x w xhen 2, 3 , Chabert 6 , McQuillan 12, 13 , Gilmer, Heinzer and Lantz 9 ,
and others. For a survey on the subject, see the monograph by Cahen and
w xChabert 4 .
To interpolate at arguments a , . . . , a , we use linear combinations of0 n
 . ky1 . ky1 .the polynomials f x s  x y a r a y a , 0 F k F n. For thisk is0 i is0 k i
 .purpose we introduce special sequences a : R that ensure that thek
polynomials f constructed from them are integer-valued and then showk
how to embed a finite set A : R in a sequence of this kind.
This approach seems justified by the result that if R is an infinite
subring of a discrete valuation ring R , then the minimal length of such a¨
sequence containing a , . . . , a g R is equal to the minimal d such that0 m
 .  .for all b , . . . , b g R there exists an f g Int R, R with f a s b and0 m ¨ ¨ i i
deg f F d. It also yields a formula for this minimal d, depending on the
distribution of the a among the residue classes of R l M k in R.i ¨
2. SEQUENCES
In this section, R may be any commutative ring with identity. We denote
 4the set of nonnegative integers 0, 1, 2, . . . by N . The kind of sequences0
w xbelow has already been used in 7 ; we need to develop some more of their
properties.
DEFINITION 2.1. For a set I of ideals in a commutative ring with
 .identity R, we define a partial I-sequence to be indexed set a , withn ng N
N : N , of elements in R, such that for all I g I and all n, m g N,0
<w xa ' a mod I m R : I n y m.n m
 w x .If R : I is infinite, we regard it as dividing 0, but no other integer. A
partial I-sequence is called an I-sequence if N is an initial segment of N .0
 .CONVENTION 2.2. The length of a finite partial sequence a isn ng N
 .max N .
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 < 4PROPOSITION 2.3. For e¨ery descending chain I s I n g N of idealsn
in R
 .a E¨ery finite partial I-sequence can be completed to an I-sequence.
 .b E¨ery finite I-sequence can be extended to an infinite I-sequence.
 .c E¨ery finite set A : R of elements pairwise incongruent mod I ,nq1
w xwhere R : I is finite, can be embedded in a finite I-sequence, and one ofn
w x w xlength less than R : I , if R : I is also finite.nq1 nq1
 .  .  .Proof. Given a , and l G max N , we show how to complete an ng N n
to an I-sequence of length l. General principle: For a finite sequence of
 .length l to be an I-sequence I being a descending chain of ideals , it
suffices that it satisfy the requirements with respect to I , . . . , I , if k1 k
w xsatisfies R : I ) l or for all m G k, I s I .k m k
w xCase 1. There exists I of finite index with R : I ) l or I s I fork k m k
m G k. For j s 1, . . . , k inductively, we assign a different residue class of
w x  .I in R to every residue class mod R : I in Z such that 1 for all n g N,j j
w x   .n q R : I Z is assigned a q I this is consistent because a is aj n j n ng N
.  . w xpartial I-sequence and 2 if r q I was assigned to m q R : I Z,jy1 jy1
then the residue classes of I in r q I are assigned to the residuej jy1
w x w xclasses of R : I Z in m q R : I Z.j jy1
w x w xCase 2. There is I with R : I - l and R : I s `. We proceedky1 ky1 k
as above for j s 0, . . . , k y 1 and then assign a different residue class of Ik
 .to every n F l, n g N , such that 1 every n g N is assigned a q I and0 n k
 . w x w x2 if r q I was assigned to m q R : I Z, every n g m q R : I Zky1 ky1 ky1
is assigned a residue class of I in r q I .k ky1
We now define sequence elements for indices m f N, 0 F m F l, by
w x choosing a from the residue class of I assigned to m q R : I Z inm k k
.  .  . lcase 1 or to m in case 2 . The resulting sequence a satisfies then ns0
I-sequence requirements with respect to I , . . . , I , which is all we need1 k
 . lby the general principle stated above. We can extend a to an I-n ns0
sequence of length lX ) l and inductively to an infinite I-sequence by
 .  .iterating the construction. This shows a and b . It also shows that
I-sequences of arbitrary length exist, since we can start with any a g R0
and extend it to an infinite I-sequence.
 . w x w xFor c , if R : I is finite, we take an I-sequence of length R : Inq1 nq1
y 1 and swap every member of A with the unique sequence element
congruent to it mod I . Otherwise, we take an I-sequence of lengthnq1
w xc ? R : I y 1, c being the maximal number of elements of A in anyn
residue class of I , and swap every a g A with a sequence element inn
a q I , choosing the one in a q I , if such exists.n nq1
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DEFINITION 2.4. For a set I of ideals in a commutative ring with
 .identity R, we define a weak I-sequence to be a sequence a , wheren ng N
N is an initial segment of N , such that for all I g I and all k G 0 the0
w x  .w xsequence elements a with k R : I F i - k q 1 R : I are pairwise in-i
 w x w x .congruent mod I. For infinite R : I , we use the convention 0 R : I s 0.
To compare I-sequences and weak I-sequences, we note that
 .1 An infinite sequence is an I-sequence if and only if for every
w xI g I of finite index, every R : I consecutive terms of the sequence form
a complete system of residues mod I and the terms of the sequence are
pairwise incongruent mod every I g I of infinite index.
 .2 An infinite sequence is a weak I-sequence if and only if for
w xevery I g I of finite index, every R : I consecutive terms of the sequence
w xstarting at an index di¨ isible by R : I form a complete system of residues
mod I and the terms of the sequence are pairwise incongruent mod every
I g I of infinite index.
One could also define partial weak I-sequences and show an analogue of
Proposition 2.3, but we do not need this.
EXAMPLE 2.5. In the ring of integers Z, for every fixed k g Z, the
sequence a s k q n for n G 0 is an I-sequence for the set of all idealsn
of Z.
EXAMPLE 2.6. If F is the finite field with q elements, then a weakq
w x w xI-sequence for the set of all ideals of F x that runs through F xq q
 w x w x.bijectively can be constructed as follows Wagner 16 , see also Amice 1 :
 4 N iLet F s r , . . . , r , where r s 0. If n s  c q with 0 F c - q, setq 0 qy1 0 is0 i i
a s N r x i. This is a weak I-sequence, since the elements a , . . . , a mn is0 c 0 q y1i
w xare just all elements of degree less than m in F x and thus form a systemq
of residues mod every element of degree m, and the q m sequence
m  . melements starting at index kq with 0 F k - q are just the first q
elements shifted by r x m: a m s r x m q a , a m s r x m qk k q k 0 k q q1 k
a , . . . , a m s r x m q a m .1 kq1.q y1 k q y1
EXAMPLE 2.7. An infinite I-sequence exists for every descending chain
  . .I of ideals in a ring R. Apply Proposition 2.3 b to a s 0. If R is a0
countably infinite ring and I a descending chain of ideals of finite index
`  .with l I s 0 in R, then there exists an I-sequence that runsns0 n
w xthrough R bijectively 8 .
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3. BINOMIAL POLYNOMIALS
  . .Let R be a discrete valuation ring with value group Z and ¨ 0 s ` ,¨
M its maximal ideal, K its quotient field, and R an infinite subring of R .¨ ¨
Throughout this paper, discrete valuation always means discrete rank one
.  .valuation. We will define some useful polynomials in Int R, R , which¨
are modeled after the polynomials
x x y 1 ??? x y n q 1 .  .x s /n n!
 .in Int Z and which we therefore call ``binomial polynomials.'' These
w xpolynomials were introduced in 7 , generalizing a construction of PolyaÂ
w x w x15 that has also been employed by Cahen 3 , Gunji and McQuillan
w x10, 12 , and others. The sequence a of elements of R that is to replacei
the sequence of natural numbers in the definition of the binomial polyno-
mials has to be nicely distributed with respect to the residue classes of
R l M n in R, in the following sense:¨
w x w xDEFINITION 3.1. A partial ¨-sequence for R is a partial I-sequence
 n < 4  .with I s M l R n g N . In other words, a : R is a partial¨ n ng N
¨-sequence for R if and only if for all n g N and all i, j g N,
n <¨ a y a G n m R : M l R i y j. .i j ¨
Similarly, a weak ¨-sequence for R is defined to be a weak I-sequence
 n < 4  .with I s M l R n g N . In other words, a is a weak ¨-sequence¨ n nG 0
for R if and only if for all n g N and all i, j and k g N ,0
n nk R : M l R F i - j - k q 1 R : M l R « ¨ a y a - n. .  .¨ ¨ i j
w n x w xIf R : M l R is infinite, different elements of a partial, weak ¨-¨
sequence for R must be incongruent mod M n l R.¨
For brevity, we write I for M n l R from this point on.n ¨
`  .Note that by the Krull Intersection Theorem, F I s 0 . If A is aks0 k
finite subset of R, there exists n g N such that distinct elements of A are
w xincongruent mod I . Also, since R is infinite, the indices R : I grown k
arbitrarily large or are infinite from some k on.
DEFINITION 3.2. The binomial polynomials constructed from a weak
 .¨-sequence a aren
 ny1 x y a .is0 i
f s 1 and f x s for n ) 0. .0 n ny1 a y a .is0 n i
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 .m  .mPROPOSITION 3.3. Let Q be a weak ¨-sequence for R and f thei is0 i is0
 .binomial polynomials constructed from it. For j, k g N let r k be the0 j
w x w xremainder of k under integral di¨ ision by R : I , if R : I is finite, andj j
 .r k s k otherwise. Then for all r g R and 0 F k F mj
 .   ..a ¨ f r sk
< <  . 4 <s j G 1 r ' a mod I for some l with k y r k F l - k ,l j j
 .  .b In particular, f g Int R, R .k ¨
 . ky1 .Proof. Let g x s  x y a ; thenk is0 i
¨ f r s ¨ g r y ¨ g a . .  .  . .  .  .k k k k
  .. < < 4 <  .For any s g R, ¨ g s s  i 0 F i - k, s ' a mod I . Let q r sk jG1 i j j
w w xx  .w x  .kr R : I ; then k s q k R : I q r k , and the sequence a , . . . , aj j j j 0 ky1
 .consists of q r complete systems of residues mod I comprisingj j
 .   . .a , . . . , a and r k extra terms a for k y r k F l - k , pairwise0 kyr k .y1 j l jj
incongruent mod I .j
< < 4 <  .  .Now i 0 F i - k, s ' a mod I is either q k or q k q 1, the latteri j j j
being the case if and only if s is congruent mod I to one of the elementsj
 .a with k y r k F l - k. This extra q1 never occurs with s s a , sincel j k
 .a is not congruent to any a with k y r k F l - k, by definition of weakk l j
¨-sequence.
Remark 3.4. It is easy to see that the binomial polynomials f con-k
 .structed from a weak ¨-sequence a for R, where R is an infinite subringi
of a discrete valuation ring R , give a basis of the free R -module¨ ¨
 .  w x.Int R, R cf. 7 . Indeed, deg f s k shows that the f are a K-basis of¨ k k
w x  .K x . Since they are in Int R, R , they form a basis of a free R -module¨ ¨
 .  .  .F : Int R, R . To see Int R, R : F, consider f g Int R, R , f s¨ ¨ ¨
 d f , with d g K. A simple induction shows that the d are actuallyk G 0 k k k k
 .  . k  .   .in R : d s f a , and d s f a y  d f a by the facts that f a¨ 0 0 k k is0 i i k k k
 . .s 1 and f a s 0 for j ) k . The last argument also shows that for aj k
w x  .polynomial f g K x with deg f - m to be in Int R, R it suffices that¨
 .f a g R for 0 F i - m.i ¨
If a domain S with quotient field K is the intersection of a family of
discrete valuation rings in K, S s F R , then for every subring R ofug V ¨
 .  .S we have Int R, S s F Int R, R . In particular this holds if S is a¨ g V ¨
Krull ring and V is the set of its essential valuations.
THEOREM 3.5. Let R be an infinite subring of a Krull ring S. If a , . . . ,0
a g R is a weak ¨-sequence for R for all essential ¨aluations ¨ of S simul-n
 .taneously, then for all b , . . . , b g S there exists f g Int R, S with0 n
 .  .f a s b 0 F i F n and deg f F n.i i
 .n  .nProof. Let f be the binomial polynomials constructed from a .i is0 i is0
 .For every essential valuation ¨ of S, we know from Proposition 3.3 b that
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 .the f , and therefore R -linear combinations of them, are in Int R, R .i ¨ ¨
 .  .Therefore S-linear combinations of the f are in F Int R, R s Int R, S .i ¨ ¨
We define coefficients d g S inductively, such that f s n d f mapsk ks0 k k
my 1  .a to b for 0 F i F n: let d s b , and d s b y  d f a . Sincei i 0 0 m m ks0 k k m
 .  .  .f a s 1 and f a s 0 for m ) k, we have f a s d qk k m k m m
my 1  . d f a s b , as required.ks0 k k m m
 w x.COROLLARY 3.6 Carlitz 5 . Let a , . . . , a be distinct elements of1 k
w x w x  .F x of degree at most d and b , . . . , b g F x ; then there exists f t gq 1 k q
 w x. d  .Int F x with deg f - q and f a s b for i s 1, . . . , k.q t i i
 .Proof. Wagner's sequence Example 2.6 is a weak I-sequence for the
w xset of all ideals of F x and therefore a fortiori a weak ¨-sequence for allq
w x dessential valuations of F x . Its initial segment a , . . . , a consists of allq 0 q y1
w xelements of degree at most d in F x , the elements a , . . . , a amongq 1 k
them.
 .w xCarlitz proved this by showing that a polynomial f g F x t withq
 . m  w x. w xdeg f - q is in Int F x if and only if it maps all a g F x witht q q
 . w x w x. mdeg a - m to values in F x 5, Theorem 7.1 . Since there are qx q
w xelements of degree less than m in F x , the Lagrange interpolationq
polynomial for these arguments will be of degree q m y 1 or less and will
 w x. mtherefore be in Int F x , provided the values prescribed for the qq
w xarguments are in F x . To relate Carlitz's proof to the one using Wagner'sq
w xsequence, note that a polynomial f g K x with deg f - m that takes
 . values f a g R on a ¨-sequence a , . . . , a for R is by the argumenti ¨ 0 my1
.in Remark 3.4 an R -linear combination of the binomial polynomials¨
 .f , . . . , f constructed from the ¨-sequence and therefore in Int R, R .0 my1 ¨
Unfortunately, simultaneous ¨-sequences for all essential valuations of a
Krull ring seem to be rare, and we will use a different approach to
interpolation with integer-valued polynomials on Krull rings in Section 6.
Locally, however, we can use ¨-sequences to construct interpolating inte-
ger-valued polynomials as follows: Let a , . . . , a be elements of an1 k
infinite subring R of a discrete valuation ring R that are pairwise¨
incongruent mod all M n l R of infinite index in R. By Proposition 2.3,¨
a , . . . , a can be embedded in a ¨-sequence a , . . . , a . Therefore there1 k 0 l
 .exists for arbitrary values b , . . . , b g R and f g Int R, R of degree1 k ¨ ¨
deg f F l that maps a to b , by Theorem 3.5.i i
In Section 5 we shall show that the minimal length l of a ¨-sequence for
R containing a , . . . , a coincides with the minimal d such that for1 k
 .arbitrary values b , . . . , b in R there exists an f g Int R, R of degree1 k ¨ ¨
deg f F d that maps a to b ; so that, in a sense, interpolation byi i
 .polynomials in Int R, R with ¨-sequences yields interpolation polynomi-¨
als of best possible degree.
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4. EMBEDDING SETS IN ¨-SEQUENCES
OF MINIMAL LENGTH
As before, R is an infinite subring of a discrete valuation ring R ,¨
n  < 4I s M l R, and I s I n G 0 . Recall that the length of a sequencen ¨ n
 .na is n, by convention.i is0
DEFINITION 4.1. Let A be a finite subset of R.
 .1. We define d A to be the minimal d g N such that for every0
 .choice of values r g R for a g A there exists f g Int R, R witha ¨ ¨
 .f a s r for all a g A and deg f F d, if such a d exists; otherwisea
 .d A [ `.
 .2. If A is not embeddable in any ¨-sequence in R, then l A [ `;
 .otherwise we define l A to be the minimal l such that there exists a
¨-sequence a , . . . , a in R containing A.0 l
 .COROLLARY 4.2 TO THEOREM 3.5. For e¨ery finite subset A of R, d A F
 .l A .
 .  .We will show that d A s l A in Section 5; but before, we want to
 .derive a formula for l A . To do this, we first consider sets that have a
simple structure with respect to the chain of ideals I s M n l R, n G 0.n ¨
DEFINITION 4.3. We call a nonempty set L : R an I-lattice of dimen-
 .sions d if, for all k G 0, L intersects exactly d residue classes ofn nG 0 k
I in every residue class of I that it intersects. If L is finite, thenkq1 k
d s 1 for all but finitely many n, and we speak of dimensions d , . . . , d ,n 0 N
meaning d s 1 for n ) N.n
DEFINITION 4.4. With every finite set A : R whose elements are
w xpairwise incongruent mod I , where R : I is finite, we associatenq1 n
 .dimensions d and an I-lattice L : A, the spanning lattice of A,m mG 0 A
inductively as follows:
v L s A and d s 1 for m ) n.n m
v d is the maximal number of residue classes of I that Lm mq1 m
intersects in any residue class of I , for 0 F m F n.m
v L consists of the elements of L in those residue classes of Imy 1 m m
in which L intersects d residue classes of I , for 1 F m F n.m m mq1
And L is L , which is easily seen to be an I-lattice of dimensionsA 0
d , . . . , d .0 n
The minimal length of a ¨-sequence in which a finite set can be
embedded is most conveniently expressed in the mixed radix number
w xsystem given by the sequence R : I , l G 0.l
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`  .w xEvery n g N has a unique representation n s  « n R : I , where0 ls0 l l
 . w x0 F « n - I : I . Addition of numbers is performed by addition withl l lq1
carry on the vectors of digits, where a carry from position l to position
w xl q 1 occurs when the lth digit reaches or exceeds I : I . We will calll lq1
 .this the I-ary number system and « n the lth digit in the I-aryl
representation of n.
w x w x w l lq1 x w xIf R : M is finite, then I : I divides M : M s R : M ; if¨ ¨ l lq1 n ¨ ¨ ¨
w xR : M is infinite, however, the digits need not be uniformly bounded or¨ ¨
w xeven bounded at all. If infinite indices R : I occur, the system is some-l
 .what degenerate, with 0 F « n - ` for the maximal N g N withN 0
w x  . R : I finite and « n s 0 for all n, if l ) N. We use the conventionN l
w x w x .that 0 ? R : I s 0, even if R : I s `.l l
 .Recall that by Proposition 2.3 a every partial ¨-sequence can be com-
 .pleted to a ¨-sequence of the same length. Therefore, l A is equal to the
minimal l such that A can be arranged as a partial ¨-sequence of length l.
w xLEMMA 4.5. Let L be an I-lattice of dimensions d , . . . , d , with R : I0 m m
 .finite. For e¨ery partial ¨-sequence l of minimal length formedn ng N
 <  . 4  .by L, we ha¨e N s n g N « n - d for all i . Consequently, l L s0 i i
m  .w x d y 1 R : I .ks0 k k
Proof. Induction on m. For m s 0, L consists of d elements mutually0
incongruent modulo I . Any shortest partial ¨-sequence is just a listing1
of the elements of L, in any order, as l , . . . , l ; therefore N s 0, . . . ,0 d y10
4  .d y 1 and l L s d y 1.0 0
Now let L be an I-lattice of dimensions d , . . . , d , m ) 0. We can0 m
  .arrange L as a partial ¨-sequence with index set N s n g N ¬ ; i « n -0 i
4 Xd as follows. Choose a system of representatives L : L of the residuei
classes of I that L intersects. LX is an I-lattice of dimensions d , . . . ,m 0
X  . Xd . Arrange L as a partial ¨-sequence l of minimal length andmy 1 n ng N
X w xfor each n g N assign indices n q j R : I , j s 1, . . . , d y 1 to them m
elements of L_ LX in l q I . Since by induction hypothesis N X is the setn m
my 1 w xof all n s  k R : I with 0 F k - d , N is the set of all n sjs0 j j j j
m w x k R : I with 0 F k - d . The length of this partial ¨-sequence isjs0 j j j j
 . m  .w xmax N s  d y 1 R : I .ks0 k k
 .Now, given any ¨-sequence of minimal length l formed by L, wen ng N
show that it must be of this kind. From every residue class of I that Lm
intersects, take the element of lowest index. These elements form a lattice
LX of dimensions d , . . . , d , arranged as a partial ¨-sequence with index0 my1
set N X : N. The indices of the d elements of L in each residue class ofm
w xI are part of an arithmetic progression of period R : I starting atm m
n g N X. If, for some n g N X, the elements of L in l q I do not haven m
w xindices n q j R : I , j s 0, . . . , d y 1, then some index is at least n qm m
w x w x m  .w xd R : I G d R : I )  d y 1 R : I , which is more than them m m m ks0 k k
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length of the sequence constructed earlier. Therefore, we must have
 w x < X 4N s n q j I : I n g N , 0 F j - d , the length of the sequence beingm m
 X.  .w x  X.max N q d y 1 R : I . This is minimal only if max N is minimal,m m
Xi.e., if L forms a partial ¨-sequence of minimal length.
THEOREM 4.6. Let A : R be a finite set whose elements are pairwise
w xincongruent mod I , where R : I is finite, and d , . . . , d are the dimen-nq1 n 0 n
 . n  .w xsions of A. Then l A s  d y 1 R : I .js0 j j
 .  . n  .w xProof. We know that l A G l L s  d y 1 R : I . By Proposi-A js0 j j
 .tion 2.3 a we only need to arrange A as a partial ¨-sequence of length
n  .w x d y 1 R : I . We define a chain of subsets of A that allows us to dojs0 j j
this inductively. Let A s A, and for 0 - k F n let A : A be an ky1 k
system of representatives of those residue classes of I that A intersectsk k
in the maximal number of elements. It is clear that this maximal number is
d . A consists of d elements mutually incongruent mod I . Listing A ask 0 0 1 0
a , . . . , a in any order makes A into a partial ¨-sequence of length0 d y1 00
 .d y 1. Assuming we have arranged A as a partial ¨-sequence a0 ky1 n ng N
ky1 .w xof length  d y 1 R : I , we will extend it to an arrangement of Ajs0 j j k
k  .w xas a partial ¨-sequence of length  d y 1 R : I .js0 j j
A contains d elements in a q I for each n g N, plus fewer than dk k n k k
elements each in some further residue classes of I . Let B : A be ak k
system of representatives of these further classes. By considering a com-
 . w x pletion of a to a ¨-sequence of length R : I y 1 which exists byn ng N k
.Proposition 2.3 and assigning each b g B the index of the unique se-
quence element congruent to it mod I , we get a partial ¨-sequencek
w xarrangement of A j B of length less than R : I . We assign consecu-ky1 k
w xtive indices in an arithmetic progression of period R : I , starting at thek
representative in A j B, to the elements of each residue class of I inky1 k
A . The highest index in this partial ¨-sequence arrangement of A is thek k
highest index in a progression starting at a representative in A , namely,ky1
 .  .w x k  .w xmax N q d y 1 R : I s  d y 1 R : I , since a progression start-k k js0 j j
w xing at b g B with index n - R : I and containing the l - d elementsk k
 .  .w x w xof b q I l A only reaches index n q l y 1 R : I - l R : I Fk k k k
 .w xd y 1 R : I .k k
5. THE DEGREE OF THE INTERPOLATING
POLYNOMIAL
`  .w x  . w x  .If n s  « n R : I with 0 F « n - I : I , we set r n sls0 l l l l lq1 j
jy1  .w x  . « n R : I . This is consistent with our earlier convention that r n isls0 l l j
w x w xthe remainder of n under integral division by R : I if R : I is finite, andj j
 .r n s n otherwise.j
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 .nPROPOSITION 5.1. For k F n, let a be a ¨-sequence for R and f thei is0 k
binomial polynomial of degree k constructed from it. Then
 .   .. < <  .  .4 <a ¨ f a s l G 1 r k ) r n .k n l l
 .   ..  .  .b ¨ f a s 0 m ; l « k F « n .k n l l
w xProof. Every R : I consecutive terms of a ¨-sequence are a completel
set of residues mod I , so a is congruent mod I to exactly one a withl n l i
 .  . w xk y r k F i - k y r k q R : I . Also a ' a mod I , sincel l l n kyr k .qr n. ll lw xthe indices are congruent mod R : I . The condition a ' a mod I forl n i l
 .  .  .some i with k y r k F i - k is therefore equivalent to r k ) r n ,l l l
 .  .such that a follows from Proposition 3.3 a .
 .  .  .  .  .  .If r k ) r n then 'm F l with « k ) « n , and if « k ) « nl l m m m m
 .  .  .  .then r k ) r n . Therefore, ; l r k F r n , which is equivalent tom m l l
  ..  .  .  .  .¨ f a s 0 by a , is equivalent to ; l « k F « n . Thus b followsk n l l
 .from a .
  ..From Proposition 5.1 one can easily derive that ¨ f a equals thek n
number of carries that occur in the addition of k and n y k in the I-ary
number system. For a s n and ¨ s ¨ this reduces to Kummer's resultn p
nw x  .11 that the exact power of p dividing the binomial coefficient equalsk
the number of carries that occur in the addition of k and n y k in base p.
n ..Kummer's expression of ¨ in terms of the digits of n, k, and n y k inp k
w x w x w xbase p also generalizes, provided I : I s R : I for all n; see 8 .n nq1 1
n w xLEMMA 5.2. For n G 0, let I s M l R. If R : I s ` and a, b g Rn ¨ n
 .  .are congruent mod I , m G 0, then f b ' f a mod I for all f gnqm mq1
 .Int R, R .¨
 .`Proof. Extend a s a to an infinite ¨-sequence a for R and0 k ks0
 .construct binomial polynomials f g Int R, R from it. Let f gk ¨
 .Int R, R ; then f s  d f with d g R , since the f are an R -¨ k G 0 k k k ¨ k ¨
 .  .  .basis of Int R, R . Also, d s f a s f a .¨ 0 0
  ..By Proposition 3.3, ¨ f b equals the number of j G 1 such that fork
 .some l with k y r k F l - k, b ' a mod I . For k ) 0, every j withj l j
 .n F j F n q m satisfies this condition, because b ' a mod I and r k s0 j j
  ..  .k. We see that ¨ f b G m q 1 for all k ) 0. Therefore f b ' d f sk 0 0
 .d s f a mod I .0 mq1
COROLLARY 5.3. Let a , . . . , a g R. Only if the a are pairwise incon-1 n i
n w xgruent mod all I s M l R with R : I s ` can there exist for alln ¨ n
 .  .b , . . . , b g R an f g Int R, R with f a s b .1 n ¨ ¨ i i
LEMMA 5.4. Let L be a finite I-lattice embedded in a ¨-sequence a , . . . ,0
 .  < 4  . la of minimal length l s l L , as L s a n g N , and f the bi-l n k ks0
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nomial polynomials constructed from a , . . . , a . If n g N and k f N, then0 l
  ..¨ f a ) 0.k n
 .  .Proof. If k f N, then « k G d ) « n for some i by Lemma 4.5;k i i
  ..therefore ¨ f a ) 0 by Proposition 5.1.k n
 .Remark 5.5. If A is a finite subset of R, then d A is finite if and only
if the elements of A are pairwise incongruent mod all I s M n l R withn ¨
w x  .R : I s ` and l A is finite under precisely the same conditions: wen
 .  .know from Theorem 3.5 that d A F l A . Now if a, b g A are congruent
w xmod I with R : I s `, then by Lemma 5.2 there does not exist f gn n
 .  .  .  .Int R, R with f a s 0 and f b s 1, so d A s `. Conversely, if the¨
elements of A are pairwise incongruent mod all I of infinite index, thenn
 .l A is finite by Theorem 4.6.
 .  .THEOREM 5.6. For e¨ery finite subset A of R, d A s l A .
 .  .Proof. d A and l A are each finite if and only if A is a finite set
that does not contain two elements congruent mod any I s M n l R ofn ¨
infinite index. Let A be such a set. In view of Theorem 3.5, we need only
 .  .show d A G l A . Let a , . . . , a be a ¨-sequence containing A with0 l
 .l s l A . By Lemma 4.5, this is also the minimal length for a ¨-sequence
containing the spanning lattice L of A; therefore a g L and a g L0 l
otherwise we could chop off the ends of the sequence and re-index
.starting with 0 to get a shorter ¨-sequence containing L . Let the se-
 . lquence a be extended to an infinite ¨-sequence and let f be thej js0 j
binomial polynomial of degree j constructed from it.
 .  .  .Suppose f g Int R, R with f a s 1 and f a s 0 for all a g L with¨ l i i
 .i - l; we claim that deg f G l. The f form an R -basis of Int R, R , soj ¨ ¨
f s  d f with d g R . We show for k F l that if a g L, thenjG 0 j j j ¨ k
 .d ' d mod I . Induction on k: if k s 0, then d s f a s d . Fork k , l 1 0 0 0, l
 .any k with a g L, every j - k satisfies by Lemma 5.4 either a g L, ink j
 .which case d ' 0 mod I by induction hypothesis, or f a g I . There-1 j k 1
 . ky1  .  .fore f a s d q  d f a shows d ' f a s d mod I . In par-k k js0 j j k k k k , l 1
ticular, we have shown d / 0, which implies deg f G l.l
 .We combine this with the formula for l A from Theorem 4.6 and the
corollary to Lemma 5.2. The dimensions of a finite subset of R are
.defined in Definition 4.4 .
COROLLARY 5.7. Let R be an infinite subring of a discrete ¨aluation ring
n  .R , I s M l R and a , . . . , a distinct in R.¨ n ¨ 1 k
1. If and only if the a are pairwise incongruent mod all I of infinitei n
 .index in R does there exit for all b , . . . , b g R an f g Int R, R with1 k ¨ ¨
 .f a s b .i i
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2. In that case, the minimal d such that for all b , . . . , b g R there1 k ¨
 .  .exists an f g Int R, R with f a s b and deg f F d is¨ i i
n
d s d y 1 R : I , . j j
js0
 4where d , . . . , d are the dimensions of the set a , . . . , a .0 n 1 k
6. INTERPOLATION BY INTEGER-VALUED
POLYNOMIALS ON KRULL RINGS
We now turn to Krull rings and characterize those arguments r , . . . ,1
r g R that for every choice of values s , . . . , s g R admit an interpolat-n 1 n
 .ing polynomial f g Int R . We denote the set of prime ideals of height 1
1 .in R by Spec R .
LEMMA 6.1. Let ¨ be a discrete ¨aluation on a field K. Suppose f s
n k w x  .  .  . a x in K x splits o¨er K as f x s a x y b ??? x y b x yks0 k n 1 m
.  .  .  .  .c ??? x y c , where ¨ b - 0 and ¨ c G 0. Let m s min ¨ a1 l i i 0 F k F n k
 .  .  .   ..   ..and set f x s x y c ??? x y c ; then ¨ f r s m q ¨ f r for allq 1 l q
r g R .¨
 .  .   ..  . m  .Proof. If r g R , ¨ r y b s ¨ b and ¨ f r s ¨ a q  ¨ b q¨ i i n is1 i
  .. m  .  . y1  .¨ f r . We will show that  ¨ b s m y ¨ a . Consider a f x sq is1 i n n
n X ny1 X  .  X . Xx q a x q ??? qa ; then m y ¨ a s min ¨ a and a is upny1 0 n 0 F k F n k k
to sign the elementary symmetric polynomial of degree n y k in the b andi
 X .  X .   ..c , so that min ¨ a s ¨ a s ¨ e b , . . . , b , c , . . . , c si 0 F k F n k nym m 1 m 1 l
m  . ¨ b .is1 i
LEMMA 6.2. Let R be a domain, r , . . . , r g R and a s r y r1 nq1 j j nq1
 .  .  .  .1 F j F n . Then there exists f g Int R with f r s 0 1 F j F n andj
 .  .  .  .f r s 1 if and only if there exists g g Int R with g a s 0 1 F j F nnq1 j
 .and g 0 s 1.
 .  .  .  .  .  .Proof. « g x [ f x q r ¥ f x [ g x y r .nq1 nq1
 .THEOREM 6.3. Let R be a Krull ring and let r , . . . , r distinct g R1 nq1
 . 1 . w xsuch that r k r mod P 1 F i F n for all P g Spec R with R : P si nq1
 .  .  .  .`. Then there exists f g Int R with f r s 0 1 F i F n and f r s 1.i nq1
Proof. Let a s r y r for 1 F j F n. The a are distinct nonzeroj j nq1 j
1 .elements of R, none of which are contained in any P g Spec R with
w x  .  .R : P s `. By Lemma 6.2, we want an f g Int R with f a s 0 forj
 . w x1 F j F n and f 0 s 1. We will first construct a polynomial g g K x
 .with g a s 0 for 1 F j F n, such that for every essential valuation ¨ of Rj
  ..   ..  .  .  .and every r g R, ¨ g r G ¨ g 0 and then set f x s g x rg 0 .
 1 . < 4Let P s P g Spec R ' j a g P ; then P is a finite set of maximalj
 < m4ideals of finite index. Also let, for P g P, m s max m g N ' j a g PP j
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m P m P w xand define I s l P s  P . Let N s R : I . Using the Chi-P g P P g P
nese Remainder Theorem mod P m Pq1 for P g P, we can get a system of
 .Nrepresentatives, b of R mod I with the property that for all i and alli is1
P g P, b f P m Pq1 . Note that for P g P and k F m , the number of b ini P i
k w k xany given residue class of P is Nr R : P , since I is an ideal contained
in P k. In other words,
N
<; r g R ;P g P ;k F m , i ¨ r y b G k s . 4 .P P i kw xR : P
 1 . < 4Let Q s Q g Spec R _ P ' i b g Q , and for Q g Q let l be thei Q
l  .maximal l g N such that b g Q for some i. Let c g R with ¨ c s l qi Q Q
 . X 1 for all Q g Q, and ¨ c s 0 for all P g P. Also, let Q s Q gP
1 . <  . 4 X XSpec R ¨ c ) 0 ; then Q : Q and Q l P s B.Q
X y1  X . X  X.We set b s c b . Then ¨ b - 0 for all Q g Q and 0 F ¨ b -i i Q i P i
 X.m q 1 for all P g P. If P g P and r g R, we have ¨ r y b sP P i
 y1 ..  .¨ c cr y b s ¨ cr y b . Therefore, for all r g R,P i P i
;P g P ;k F m ,P
N
X< <i ¨ r y b G k s i ¨ cr y b G k s , 4  4 .  .P i P i kw xR : P
< <  X. 4 < w k xand, in particular, i ¨ b G k s Nr R : P .P i
Let m be the maximal number of a in any residue class of I in R andi
 . N  X.m  .set h x s  x y b . To get a polynomial g with g a s 0 foris1 i j
1 F j F n, we now replace certain roots of h with the elements a , . . . , a .1 n
Since the b are a complete system of residues mod I in R, there exists fori
 4every j g 1, . . . , n an i with b ' ca mod I.j i jj
 . m N .Let g x s  x y c be the polynomial resulting from h by replac-is1 i
 4 Xing, for each j g 1, . . . , n , one copy of b in the multiset of roots of h byi j
a . If i s i for k / j, this means ca ' ca mod I and therefore a ' aj j k j k j k
mod I, and by the definition of m, bX occurs with sufficient multiplicity asi j
a root of h that every a g a q I can be exchanged for a different copy ofk j
X .  .b . Note that for P g P, 0 F ¨ c - m q 1 for all i.i P i Pj
We claim that for all essential valuations ¨ of R and all r g R,
  ..   ..¨ g r G ¨ g 0 . First, assume P g P. For all r g R, if k F m , thenP
¨ r y bX G k m ¨ r y a G k ) .  . .P i P jj
 < <  . 4 < < <  X. 4 <.and consequently, i ¨ c G k s m i ¨ b G k . This is so becauseP i P i
 X .  y1 ..  .  .¨ r y b s ¨ c cr y b s ¨ cr y b s ¨ cr y ca q d with d gP i P i P i P jj j j
 .  .I, and then ¨ d G m G k implies that ¨ cr y ca q d G k if and onlyP P P j
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 .  . m P w k xif ¨ r y a s ¨ cr y ca G k. We abbreviate  Nr R : P by gP j P j is1 P
and get
mN
<¨ g r s ¨ r y c s i ¨ r y c G k .  .  . .  4 P P i p i
is1 kG1
m mP P .) X< <G i ¨ r y c G k s m i ¨ r y b G k s mg , 4  4 .  . P i P i P
ks1 ks1
while
<¨ g 0 s i ¨ c G k 4 .  . . P P i
kG1
m mP P .) X< <s i ¨ c G k s m i ¨ b G k s mg . 4  4 .  . P i P i P
ks1 ks1
X  X.  .  .Now consider Q g Q . For all i, j, ¨ b - 0 and ¨ a s 0. If g x sQ i Q j
m N k  .  d x and m s min ¨ d , then for all r g R we have usingks0 k 1F k F m N Q k
.Lemma 6.1
n n
¨ g r s m q ¨ r y a G m s m q ¨ a s ¨ g 0 . .  .  . .  . Q Q j Q j Q /  /js1 js1
 .For the remaining essential valuations ¨ of R, ¨ c s 0 for all i. There-i
  .. m N  . m N  .   ..fore, if r g R, ¨ g r s  ¨ r y c G 0 s  ¨ c s ¨ g 0 .is1 i is1 i
 .  .  .  .  .Now let f x s g x rg 0 . For j s 1, . . . , n, f a s 0 because g a s 0,j j
 .  .and clearly f 0 s 1. Also, f g Int R , because for all r g R and every
  ..   ..   ..essential valuation ¨ of R, ¨ g r G ¨ g 0 and therefore ¨ f r G 0.
w xIf P is a prime ideal in a domain R with R : P s `, it is well known
 . w x  .that Int R, R s R x . Every f g Int R, R of degree n is determinedP P P
by its values at n q 1 arguments a , . . . , a g R and is therefore equal to0 n
the Lagrange interpolation polynomial
n  x y a .j/ i j
w x s f a . .  . i  a y a .j/ i i jis0
 .If the a are chosen pairwise incongruent mod P, then w x is clearly ini
w xR x .P
COROLLARY 6.4. Let r , . . . , r be distinct elements of a Krull ring R. If1 n
1 .and only if the r are pairwise incongruent mod all P g Spec R withi
w x  .  .R : P s ` does there exist for all s , . . . , s g R an f g Int R with f r s s1 n i i
for 1 F i F n.
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Proof. The ``if'' part follows from the theorem, since R-linear combina-
 .  . Xtions of polynomials in Int R are again in Int R . Conversely, if a, a g R
1 . w xare congruent mod P g Spec R with R : P s `, then there is no
 .  .  X.  .  X.f g Int R, R with f a s 0 and f a s 1, since f a ' f a mod PP
 .  . for all f g Int R, R = Int R , by Lemma 5.2 or by the fact thatP
 . w x .Int R, R s R x ; see above .P P
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